**Abstract**

Allpix$^2$ (read: Allpix Squared) is a generic, open-source software framework for the simulation of silicon pixel detectors. Its goal is to ease the implementation of detailed simulations for both single detectors and more complex setups such as beam telescopes from incident radiation to the digitised detector response. Predefined detector types can be automatically constructed from simple model files describing the detector parameters.

The simulation chain is arranged with the help of intuitive configuration files and an extensible system of modules, which implement separate simulation steps such as realistic charge carrier deposition with the Geant4 toolkit or propagation of charge carriers in silicon using a drift-diffusion model. Detailed electric field maps imported from TCAD simulations can be used to precisely model the drift behaviour of charge carriers within the silicon, bringing a new level of realism to Monte Carlo based simulations of particle detectors.

This paper provides an overview of the framework and a selection of different simulation modules, and presents a comparison of simulation results with test beam data recorded with hybrid pixel detectors. Emphasis is placed on the performance of the framework itself, using a first-principles simulation of the detectors without addressing secondary ASIC-specific effects.
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**1. Introduction**

Detailed simulations of segmented silicon detectors are a crucial tool for understanding their performance and optimising their design. Advanced tools for simulation such as TCAD exist, but are very demanding on computing time and often do not easily allow integration with other tools in order to facilitate a Monte Carlo approach, an essential method in high-energy physics given the stochastic nature of particle interactions.

While many custom packages such as AllPix [1], KDetSim [2] or PixelAV [3] implement standard drift-diffusion models of charge carriers, the software presented in this paper aims to provide a comprehensive, modular framework combining the simulation of material effects in the experimental setup (such as multiple scattering or nuclear interactions) with a detailed description of the motion of deposited charge carriers.

Allpix$^2$ is a lightweight framework written in modern C++, with independent modules communicating through common objects passed between them using a message broker. The structure of the framework is such that the development of new simulation algorithms can be performed without knowledge of the underlying structure. Encapsulation of external packages within a standalone module is an important part of simplifying the framework interface.

A comprehensive user manual has been prepared for the Allpix$^2$ framework, describing its function-
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Figure 1: Structure of the Allpix\textsuperscript{2} framework. The core of the framework (left) contains common utilities while individual modules (right) implement the simulation process. Grey dotted arrows indicate information about detector models, blue dashed arrows represent logging information, and red solid arrows constitute the bidirectional flow of messages.

2. Framework Architecture

Allpix\textsuperscript{2} is built as a modular framework which separates central infrastructure components from the actual physics simulation implemented in individual modules.

2.1. Framework Core

The framework core provides four base components common to all modules in the simulation chain as indicated in Figure 1, the module instantiation logic, the detector geometries, the messaging system, and the user interface.

Module instantiation logic. The framework provides interfaces for two different types of modules. Unique modules perform tasks which require knowledge of the full detector setup, such as the simulation of a particle traversing all detectors and depositing energy; these modules are instantiated only once. Detector modules simulate processes within a single detector, such as the propagation of charge carriers in a single sensor; these modules only receive information about the detector in question and do not know about the global setup. In this case, the simulation logic is simplified as the algorithm is only required to take care of a single detector, and allows more flexible configuration of the simulation chain as different modules can be used for different detectors.

Detector geometries. A flexible, parametrised geometry description is one of the key features of the framework since it facilitates changes to detector models without recompilation of the framework, and without changes to the actual program code.

The framework currently provides model descriptions for hybrid and monolithic pixel detectors, where hybrid pixel detectors consist of separate silicon blocks for the sensor and readout chip which are connected through bump bonds, and monolithic detectors consist of a single block of silicon. Silicon strip sensors can be simulated in this manner by creating detector models with a single row of pixels and appropriate pitch.

In addition to the detector itself, an arbitrary number of support layers with different materials can be added to the model, with configurable dimensions and positioning. These can encompass printed circuit boards, shielding, or protective covers around the detector, and each layer can optionally be fitted with a rectangular cut-out.

Models are described in standalone configuration files, a few of which are supplied with the framework. Instances of these individual detectors are placed in the global reference frame of the simulation setup by specifying their type, position and orientation in the geometry configuration. Individu-
Figure 2: Example configuration section with one header defining the "DepositionGeant4" module and four key-value pairs setting the Geant4 physics list, particle type, enabling of the PAI model, and specification of the position of the beam origin.

1. [DepositionGeant4]
2. physics_list = FTFP_BERT_EMY
3. particle_type = "Pi+
4. enable_pai = true
5. beam_position = 10um, 10um, -200mm

The framework itself, as well as the individual modules, is configured through minimalistic files using an intuitive syntax [6]. Configuration files consist of section headers identifying modules, followed by a sequence of key-value pairs as shown in Figure 2. Here, four parameters are set in lines 2–5 for the module specified by the header in line 1.

Configuration values support physical units, which are automatically converted into the units used internally by the framework. This helps to avoid confusion or mistakes, by explicitly stating the physical unit for every input used in the simulation. The value of the last key displayed in Figure 2 is a vector with its components given in units of micrometres and millimetres, all of which will be automatically converted to the same unit for use inside the framework.

Allpix² uses two configuration files to set up and execute the simulation. The main configuration file contains one section per module of the simulation and defines both the framework parameters as well as the configuration of each individual module, while the detector configuration file describes the position of all detectors in the simulation setup as outlined above. Several examples of simulation configurations for different use cases are provided in the framework’s software repository [7], alongside a description of the setup and chosen parameters.

A more detailed description of the core framework functionality and its different options is provided in the user manual [4].

2.2. Software Development

The development of Allpix² follows best practices for software development by using the C++14 language standard [8], adapting an agile development model, requiring strict format compliance and by enforcing a rigorous testing scheme.

The framework uses smart pointers to manage memory, auto specifiers to counter type repetition, move semantics for efficient transfer of resources and lambdas for concise function implementations. Furthermore, C++ templates are used throughout the framework to avoid code duplication and exceptions are used to significantly simplify error handling. The code base is well documented and a full class reference is automatically generated from the source code using doxygen [9] and provided on the website [5].

Quality and compatibility of the Allpix² framework is ensured by a continuous integration which
builds and tests the software on all supported platforms. It is integrated with the software repository and tests every new code submission to ensure the altered code can be compiled, that its formatting and code style adhere to the rules, and that all tests pass. The test suite comprises three different types of tests. Framework functionality tests aim at reproducing basic features such as correct parsing of configuration keys or resolution of module instantiations; module tests check the functionality of simulation modules and thus protect the framework against accidental changes affecting the physics simulation; and performance tests monitor the simulation speed.

3. Simulation Flow

Every Allpix² simulation consists of a set of modules and their specific parameters, executed sequentially for every simulated event. While the main functionality of each module is carried out on an event-by-event basis, modules are given the option to run additional initialisation code before the start of the simulation chain. This can, for example, be used to process additional configuration information, such as the electric field generation described below. After the last event has successfully been simulated, the finalisation function of each module is called to allow for clean-up and to produce histograms.

While the modular approach of Allpix² allows a wide variety of possible simulations to be carried out, a typical simulation involving a silicon detector and source of interacting particles will contain the steps described in the following paragraphs. This example only represents a simple use case similar to the one outlined in Figure 3, highlighting a few of the features currently implemented. With little effort however, more complex simulation setups such as the sketch shown in Figure 4 can be produced, featuring different modules and configurations for multiple detectors.

3.1. Generating Additional Geometry Information

While all transformations from local to global coordinates are calculated by the framework core, some modules may require additional information beyond the detector models, such as materials. For this purpose, modules are allowed to store additional objects alongside the detectors. One example is the GeometryBuilderGeant4 module, which creates a geometry description compatible with Geant4 from the internal detector models by using native Geant4 object types. The model’s configuration keys are queried in order to perform pre-defined sequences which yield, for example, typical hybrid or monolithic pixel detector layouts.

The separation of this step into an individual module instead of direct implementation in the framework core minimises external dependencies and allows operation of the framework without the respective dependency, e.g. for further processing of previously simulated data.

In the Geant4 model, the hybrid pixel detector model described earlier consists of a silicon sensor and readout ASIC, and of a connection via an approximation of bump-bonds. These are implemented as the joined volumes of a sphere and cylindrical column, the parameters of which are configurable. A zoom of such a structure is shown in Figure 5. Monolithic pixel detectors contain both sensor and readout circuitry in the same silicon wafer, and are thus implemented as a single block of silicon.

3.2. Visualisation of the Setup

The ability to perform a 3D visualisation of the detector setup is a powerful tool to verify the configuration and placement of detectors, in particular where several detectors are simulated together. Allpix² provides the VisualizationGeant4 module which uses the previously described Geant4-compatible detector models and acts as an interface to the internal viewers provided by the Geant4 framework. The visualisation includes all detectors placed in the setup as well as primary and secondary particles simulated by Geant4. An example of such an event display is shown later in Section 4.

3.3. Electric Fields

As in a physical detector, Allpix² does not consider the electric field in the sensor volume as part of the detector geometry. Instead, electric fields are added by a dedicated module, ElectricFieldReader, which represents the equivalent of switching on the high voltage power supply in the laboratory or test beam measurement. This not only simplifies the detector configuration, but facilitates the application of different electric fields or bias voltages to the same type of detector.

Currently, two types of electric field profiles can be applied to detectors: a linear electric field or an
Figure 3: Simple setup of an Allpix\textsuperscript{2} simulation chain with a single detector, where every block represents a single module instantiation. The modules are executed in the order they appear in the configuration file. First, additional geometry is constructed and an electric field is calculated for the detector. Then, charge carriers are deposited, propagated and collected at the implants. Finally, the signal is digitised and the simulation result is stored.

Figure 4: Setup of an Allpix\textsuperscript{2} simulation chain with three detectors. Here, detectors 1 and 2 are treated as reference devices with a relatively simple simulation flow, while detector 3 is the device under test with more complex simulation modules. It uses a TCAD-generated electric field, the drift-diffusion propagation method and is capacitively coupled to its front-end electronics. The digitisation is performed with two different thresholds for comparison, where both datasets can be stored using different labels.

Figure 5: Visualisation of three bump bonds between the sensor and readout ASIC of a hybrid detector, approximated by joined volumes of a sphere and a cylindrical column.

imported field map from TCAD. In the case of a linear electric field, the depletion voltage or depletion depth of the sensor can be specified along with the applied bias voltage, and a field will be calculated which varies linearly inside the depleted region of the sensor.

The more detailed approach involves the import of an electrostatic field simulation from packages such as TCAD. Here, Allpix\textsuperscript{2} comes with an independent converter tool to convert the electric field distribution from the adaptive mesh produced by the TCAD simulation of a single pixel cell to a uniformly-spaced grid. By this conversion, the computation time for an interpolation between different grid points is greatly reduced.

The resulting electric field is replicated for all pixels across the matrix, and allows detailed studies of charge collection to be carried out. As the electric field is accessed via the detector model for a given 3D point irrespective of the electric field applied to the detector, the field lookup is transparent to the level of detail (or method used) for the supplied field.

3.4. Deposition of Charge Carriers

While different modules for the initial deposition of charge carriers in the sensor can be envisioned, currently only one such module is implemented in Allpix\textsuperscript{2}: Deposition\textsuperscript{Geant4}. This module acts as an interface to Geant4, which carries out the generation and propagation of particles throughout the volume surrounding the setup. In addition to configuring Geant4’s particle properties according to the user-provided configuration, the maximum stepping size for particle transport can be configured. A range threshold for the production of $\gamma$, $e^-$ and $e^+$ is necessary to avoid infrared divergence. The module automatically calculates an appropriate range cut based on the minimal feature size of a single pixel cell in the simulation, rather than relying on the default value provided by Geant4. By default, a fifth of the minimal feature size of any
detector in the setup is used. In this way, the description of effects from secondary particles on the cluster size is significantly improved.

Any of the available physics lists from Geant4 can be used to describe the particle interactions. Optionally, the Photoabsorption Ionisation model (PAI) can be activated to improve the modelling of very thin sensors [13].

All energy deposits that are produced within sensitive volumes are converted to charge carrier deposits and dispatched via the framework messaging system for further use. In addition, information about both the primary particle trajectory and any secondary particles created such as delta electrons is stored and linked to the charge carriers.

3.5. Propagation of Charge Carriers

The description of the propagation of charge carriers through the sensitive volume is one of the key components of any semiconductor detector simulation. Currently two different methods, with varying complexity, are implemented in Allpix\textsuperscript{2}.

The most simple – and thus fastest – of these is the ProjectionPropagation module. This module calculates the total drift time for each set of charge carriers using an analytical approximation for the integral of the mobility in a linear electric field. A randomised lateral diffusion is calculated from a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution according to the Einstein formulation, and the charge carriers are placed at the surface of the sensor. For thick, planar silicon sensors, this pragmatic approach produces sufficiently precise results, especially if the respective detectors are only used for reference.

A more detailed algorithm is implemented in the so-called GenericPropagation module, which uses the Jacoboni parametrisation of mobility [14] to describe carrier motion throughout the sensor. Groups of charge carriers of user-defined size are stepped through the sensor, taking into account the electric field by means of a Runge-Kutta integration [15] and the calculation of the mobility at each position. Random diffusion is added to every step of the drift motion.

As the integration of the electric field is performed using a request for field vectors in 3D space, the method used to evaluate the electric field is transparent to the propagation module. Where a field map from TCAD is used this feature becomes a very powerful way to observe charge flow along field lines within the sensor. This can be of particular interest where complicated field profiles arise such as for depleted CMOS devices with strongly non-linear fields and potentially undepleted regions.

At present, the propagation of groups of charges throughout the sensor is performed in isolation, without the calculation of transient currents induced on the charge collection implants. For many applications, this abstraction is sufficient for a suitable description of the detector performance. The implementation of induced current simulation, with correct treatment of the Ramo weighting field [16] [17], is currently ongoing as briefly discussed in Section 5.

3.6. Transfer from Sensor to Readout Chip

Allpix\textsuperscript{2} introduces an additional step between the propagation of charge carriers and their digitisation in the front-end electronics, namely the transfer of the signal from sensor to readout chip. This step adds additional flexibility to the simulation chain for detectors with different interconnect technologies.

In monolithic sensors, or in hybrid detectors where the sensor is DC-coupled to the readout electronics by bump bonds, the signal is formed by the SimpleTransfer module by simply grouping together all charge carriers located within the pixel boundary, within a given depth of the pixel implant.

For hybrid pixel detectors with a capacitively coupled sensor, stray capacitances to the neighbouring pixels may induce additional signals and thus pixel hits. In this scenario, the CapacitiveTransfer module can be used to simulate cross-coupling between different pixels in order to emulate the behaviour of the assembly.

3.7. Digitisation of the Signal

Using the charge transferred to a given pixel, a generic digitisation module is used to simulate the response of the front-end pixel electronics. This is not intended to represent all available front-end ASICs, but contains many configurable parameters which allows a variety of chip architectures to be simulated.

The input charge can be combined with electronic noise before comparing with a threshold with optional dispersion. A conversion factor from electrons to ADC units can be used to simulate preamplifier gain and to map the charge onto a counter of customisable precision. In combination with a fixed offset, this can be used to simulate the response of a typical Time-over-Threshold (ToT) digitisation.
3.8. Storing the Simulation Result

The native data format of Allpix\textsuperscript{2} is a collection of ROOT\textsuperscript{18} trees, each tree storing information for a specific detector and message type. These trees can be produced and written to file by the module \textit{ROOTObjectWriter}, which in addition also stores a full copy of the framework and module configuration as well as the detector setup used in the respective simulation. This means that a full simulation can be reproduced from the information contained in a single data file, and one can refer to the stored configuration in order to verify specific settings for the simulation under investigation.

The information stored in the trees can be controlled, and certain information can be explicitly included or excluded from storage, such as the original position of deposited energy, or the entry and exit points of primary particles in the sensors.

A powerful feature of this data format is its ability to be replayed. The \textit{ROOTObjectReader} module can be used to read stored simulation data from such a file and to dispatch every message to the framework. This allows the saving of intermediate stages of the simulation to disk, e.g. post charge collection, and to restart from this stage several times in order to execute the final step of digitisation with variable settings without the need to recompute the full simulation chain.

In addition to this native format, Allpix\textsuperscript{2} comes with a variety of output modules to support several currently-used reconstruction and analysis frameworks, such as EUTelescope\textsuperscript{19}, Proteus\textsuperscript{20, 21} or Corryvreckan\textsuperscript{22}, the last of which has been used to obtain the results presented in the following section.

4. Comparison with Testbeam Data

Any new simulation software has to be validated in order to demonstrate its ability to accurately describe data. For this purpose, the data presented in\textsuperscript{23} are compared to simulations performed with the Allpix\textsuperscript{2} framework. This comparison includes the simulation of a beam telescope and the corresponding reconstruction of particle tracks, as well as a detailed description of the properties of one of the detectors in the setup, the so-called device under test (DUT).

While the emphasis of this paper is to showcase the performance of the simulation framework, rather than to achieve the best possible agreement between data and simulation by detailed tuning, the current Allpix\textsuperscript{2} modules are implemented in a first-principles approach which is expected to accurately reproduce data. This requires applying only a few crucial parameters taken from the data analysis, without taking into account additional secondary (and detector-specific) effects such as cross-coupling in the front-end chip, noisy pixels or per-pixel gain variations, which may affect the performance of the detectors.

The only input to this simulation has been the beam properties and the Geant4 physics list, the geometry of the experimental setup, and the operating parameters listed in Table 1. Since no per-pixel gain variation and corresponding calibration has been simulated, two parameters of the charge ADC simulation have been tuned in order to match the charge-calibrated results obtained from data. The first parameter is a Gaussian smearing applied to the signal after digitisation, which represents a convolution of the reduced precision resulting from the ToT measurement of the readout ASIC, and the per-pixel gain and threshold variations. The different values used for the DUTs are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Simulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>293 K</td>
<td>293 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic noise</td>
<td>\sim 80 e^-</td>
<td>100 e^-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain factor</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

50 \mu m DUT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Simulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depletion voltage</td>
<td>\sim -7 V</td>
<td>-7 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias voltage</td>
<td>\sim -15 V</td>
<td>-15 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold</td>
<td>(506 \pm 31) e^-</td>
<td>(500 \pm 30) e^-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC smearing</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>350 e^-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

100 \mu m DUT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Simulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depletion voltage</td>
<td>-12 V</td>
<td>-12 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias voltage</td>
<td>-20 V</td>
<td>-20 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold</td>
<td>(537 \pm 33) e^-</td>
<td>(520 \pm 35) e^-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC smearing</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>600 e^-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Telescope planes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Simulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depletion voltage</td>
<td>30 V</td>
<td>30 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias voltage</td>
<td>50 V</td>
<td>50 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold</td>
<td>\sim 1000 e^-</td>
<td>1000 e^-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Operating parameters for the devices under test and the telescope planes, comparing the values from data with those used in the simulation. Values for data are taken from 23.
The second adjusted parameter is a gain factor for the pixel charge, and a value of 1.03 has been used to allow for a comparison of the distribution shapes. This correction is well within the uncertainty of the charge calibration.

4.1. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup consists of a telescope constructed of six planes arranged symmetrically around the DUT in the centre, with three planes in the upstream arm and three in the downstream arm of the telescope. The individual telescope planes consist of Timepix3 ASICs [24] with a thickness of 700 µm, bump bonded to 300 µm thick planar p-in-n silicon sensors. The detectors are glued to support PCBs which hold electronic components required for the operation of the ASIC.

Each of these planes is rotated by 9° from perpendicular incidence in both the xz- and yz-planes, with the z-axis given by the beam direction. In addition, the upstream arm is rotated by 180° around the y-axis such that all sensors face the DUT and the distance between upstream and downstream arms is minimised.

Data from two different DUTs will be considered, both consisting of Timepix3 ASICs bump-bonded to n-in-p silicon sensors with thicknesses of 50 µm and 100 µm respectively. Table 1 lists the relevant operating parameters of the DUTs as well as the telescope planes.

The tracks reconstructed from data have been selected for comparison with the DUT based on their χ² values, requiring χ²/ndf < 100, and a spatial cut of 50 µm in both the x- and y-directions was applied in order to associate them to the corresponding DUT cluster. Cluster positions on the DUT were calculated as the charge-weighted centre-of-gravity using an η-correction method [25]. The experimental setup, the reconstruction and the analysis results are described in greater detail in [23].

4.2. Simulated Setup

The simulated detector geometry resembles the experimental setup and is shown in Figure 6 using the VisualizationGeant4 module described in Section 3.2. The telescope planes are placed on an epoxy-based PCB with a thickness of 1.76 mm and the lead-tin bump bonds between ASIC and sensor are modelled as shown in Figure 5 with a total height of 20 µm and a sphere radius of 9 µm. This translates to an average material budget of about 2 % X₀ per telescope plane.

The planes are positioned as described above, with an additional misalignment added to their exact positions and orientations by random sampling of Gaussian distributions with widths of 1 mm and 0.2° respectively. This measure avoids pixel-perfect alignment in the simulation and thus reduces quantisation effects and anomalous track fit results. For both DUTs, the GenericPropagation module described in Section 3.2 is used and the digitisation parameters are taken from data, with the values listed in Table 1.

The simulated particle beam consists of 120 GeV π⁺ particles with a radial Gaussian width of 2 mm; only a single particle is simulated per event, resembling the beam used for the measurements. The Geant4 physics list FTFP_BERT_EMY, enabling the EM Standard Option 3, is chosen to describe the interaction with the sensor material, and the PAI model is enabled to improve the description of energy deposition in very thin silicon sensors. The simulation results are stored as ROOT trees for reconstruction.

4.3. Simulation Results and Comparison with Data

Cluster positions and particle tracks of the simulation were reconstructed using the Corryvreckan framework. Errors for the track fit were taken from data, using the previously measured hit resolution of the telescope planes. Track association and χ² criteria equivalent to those used in the data analysis were applied for the track quality and DUT cluster selection, and a similar η-correction procedure was applied to the cluster position. The random shifts and rotations applied to the initial position of the
detectors were reproduced correctly by the alignment procedure.

**Telescope track reconstruction.** Particle tracks were fit using a straight line approximation via a linear regression. Owing to the primary particle’s high energy of 120 GeV this is expected to provide an adequate description of their trajectory. The resulting distribution of the $\chi^2$ value over the number of degrees of freedom shown in Figure 7 indicates an excellent goodness of fit with a most probable value of one.

Taking advantage of the known entry and exit points of the initial Monte Carlo particle traversing the DUT sensor, it is possible to extract the spatial precision of tracks reconstructed in the telescope by comparing the track intercept at the DUT with the known midpoint of the particle trajectory in the DUT sensor. This residual is shown in Figure 8 indicating a spatial track resolution at the position of the DUT of about 2 $\mu$m, measured as the width of a Gaussian distribution fitted to the histogram. This value is in agreement with the telescope residuals obtained from data [23].

**DUT cluster size and charge collection.** The distribution of the signal over several pixels and the resulting distribution of cluster sizes allows to gauge the charge propagation process as well as the effect

![Figure 7: $\chi^2$ over number of degrees of freedom for straight particle tracks through the beam telescope reconstructed from simulation.](image)

![Figure 8: Telescope track residuals at the position of the DUT, calculated as the difference between the reconstructed track position and the known true position of the simulated particle.](image)

![Figure 9: Comparison of the total cluster size in data and simulation for the 50 $\mu$m thick DUT.](image)
of the threshold applied to the signal in the individual pixels. Figures [9] and [10] demonstrate an excellent agreement between data and simulation for the spatial extent of the charge collected, indicating that the modelled drift and diffusion processes describe the data accurately. The small difference observed for three- and four-pixel clusters can be attributed to variations in the actual threshold of the devices and could be reduced further by tuning the threshold values applied in simulation. It should be noted that the agreement extends even to the tails with high cluster sizes, which are dominated by higher order effects such as delta electron emission.

The total charge collected per cluster is shown in Figures [11] and [12] for the 50 µm and 100 µm thick sensors respectively. The shape closely resembles the Landau distribution measured in data. A further improvement of the agreement is expected with a more elaborate simulation of the per-pixel threshold and gain variations in the charge calibration of the ASIC.

**Intrinsic resolution of the DUT.** The intrinsic resolution of the DUTs can be measured by calculating the unbiased track residual at the DUT as shown in Figures [13] and [14] for the two DUTs, and by quadratically subtracting the track resolution from the measured residual width.

While the two curves match for the 50 µm DUT,
Figure 13: Track residual distribution for the 50 µm thick sensor for data and simulation. Calculated as the difference between the track position and the reconstructed position of the particle in the DUT. The hatched band represents the statistical uncertainty on data.

Figure 14: Track residual distribution for the 100 µm thick sensor for data and simulation. Calculated as the difference between the track position and the reconstructed position of the particle in the DUT. The hatched band represents the statistical uncertainty on data.

Figure 15: Comparison of track residuals calculated with the reconstructed track position and the recorded position of the Monte Carlo particle.

a slight asymmetry in data can be observed for the DUT with 100 µm thickness, likely originating from a residual misalignment of the DUT after the alignment procedure for data. The distinct shape of the residuals is a result of the overlay of a broader peak from single-pixel clusters without correction and a narrow peak from two-pixel clusters with η-correction applied.

The simulated distributions have root mean square values of 15.2 µm for the 50 µm DUT and 13.6 µm for the 100 µm DUT, which are slightly larger than the values 14.4 µm and 12.8 µm obtained from data [23]. This can be attributed to the difference in cluster sizes described above.

The intrinsic resolution determined from simulation by quadratically subtracting the track resolution from the residual width is 15.0 µm for the thinner and 13.4 µm for the thicker DUT.

Monte Carlo truth information. As described in Section 2.1, the Allpix² framework provides information on sensor entry and exit positions as well as type of the simulated Monte Carlo particle for each detector. This allows for direct comparisons between the simulated particle and the reconstructed particle position after sensor and front-end simulation and track reconstruction. An example for such a comparison is shown in Figure 15, which compares the residuals of the cluster position with
the reconstructed telescope track and the Monte Carlo position for the 50 µm thick DUT. The additional smearing visible for the residual with telescope track position stems from the uncertainty of the track reconstruction in the beam telescope as shown in Figure [8].

5. Conclusions & Outlook

In this paper, the Allpix software for the simulation of silicon pixel detectors has been presented. Allpix is a lightweight and modular framework combining an elaborate simulation of interactions of particles and detector material with a detailed description of charge carrier motion and signal formation.

In addition to the framework’s core, an initial set of simulation modules has been implemented and validated. These comprise a module using Geant4 for the description of primary particle propagation and energy deposition, different methods for the propagation of charge carriers in silicon sensors and their coupling to the readout electronics, as well as a generic digitisation and various modules for data input and output.

The framework has been shown to perform very well when comparing data to the simulation result, adjusting only a few known parameters. Similar track resolutions for the beam telescope have been measured for data and simulation, and both cluster size and charge of the DUT resemble the results obtained from data very closely. The intrinsic resolution obtained from simulation is in agreement with data, and the shape of the residuals match very well. Information about the primary particle position is available and can be used to gauge effects from charge transport, digitisation and track reconstruction on the detector performance.

Several extensions of the framework and additional modules are envisaged in order to further extend the functionality and to serve an even wider community. This comprises a module for simulating the charge deposition of laser light, the simulation of transient effects via induced currents in the detector implants during charge carrier transport using Ramo weighting fields, and the effects of radiation damage in the silicon sensor. Other ideas which might be realised within the framework are a digital front-end simulation for buffer-overflow studies and support for high-Z sensor materials.
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